
Additional Information from Rachael Larsen . . . 

I have spoken with a representative of USA Cheer. She has assured me that it if you have 
purchased music from a Preferred Music Provider, it is the PROVIDER’s responsibility to be 
sure the music is compliant. They have also contacted the providers and advised them that if 
their music is not compliant, that company may no longer be on the list. She sent me the memo 
below as well. I hope it helps! 

ALSO- IF you use iTunes (or other similar music sites) you may edit the song for length only. If 
your sequence of your routine is using an iTunes song, then doing a CHEER (no music), then a 
second iTunes song, that is OK, as long as the two songs are separated by a cheer section, and 
not bumped against each other in any way. 

Please let me know if I can help! See you at Competition.

Teams may use a popular recording that you or a team member purchased from a music 
provider like iTunes, Amazon MP3 or Google Play. This recording may be edited for timing 
purposes (i.e. removing a bridge, chorus or verse to adjust the running time of the recording), 
but it cannot otherwise be edited, mixed or sampled with any other music (such as adding 
sound effects, changing tempo or mixing with other recordings). 

Use a preferred music provider who will give you the rights to edit the cover recordings 
purchased from them. When you purchase songs from one of these music providers, you may 
also be getting the rights to edit the recording with others from that provider. There is no limit on 
the number of recordings you can use to edit together as long as you get them all from the 
same music site. The preferred music provider list is available at varsity.com/music 

Use an original composition created or commissioned by you 


